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Nicke_AGM:

CEO_Leurr:
::::: in quarters waiting for shift to begin:::::::

EnsAbrams:
::wakes up at the helm after a very bad dream::

OPS_Brad:
::leaves his quarters after freshening up, heading for the bridge, and his OPS station::

TAC_Ross:
::Standing at TAC station running weppons diagnostic.::

CO_Ber:
::in ready room::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: lays in bead reading MobyDick:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
::in his office reviewing ships alert procdures::

SO_Grant:
::Finishes up in Astrophysics lab, heads to bridge::

TAC_Ross:
::completes first diagnostic, starts seccond::

OPS_Brad:
::arrives at the bridge and walks over to his console, sitting down in his familiar seat and resetting the controls back to his preferences::

CEO_Leurr:
: lays books aside and goes over to the replicator:::::

CO_Ber:
*FCO* eta to sector 21......SB 245?

SO_Grant:
::enters bridge , goes to Science station::

OPS_Brad:
::runs a quick diagnostic of the ship power levels to prepare for the scanning of AN341::

CEO_Leurr:
computer: double latte, chocolate, hot

EnsAbrams:
::trying to remember the dream...something about a Doctor...::

OPS_Brad:
::nods to the new science officer::

CTO_Ktarn:
::lays down alert procured and reviews latest tactical update from Star Fleet Command::

CO_Ber:
*Ktarn and Mitchell* report to my ready room

CEO_Leurr:
::: takes latte and heads over to the computer to compose a message to her parents on Bolarus IX::::::

OPS_Brad:
*CO*  Aye sir..

CTO_Ktarn:
::lays down his report::*CO*: Aye sir

OPS_Brad:
::turns his console back to Ens. Rogers and heads into the RR::

TAC_Ross:
::finishes seccond diagnostic, begins third::

CTO_Ktarn:
::exits his office and heads for the nearest turbo lift::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: initial scans of the anomoly shows low and high lever energy readings sispersing throughout

CTO_Ktarn:
TL: Bridge

CEO_Leurr:
::: finishes latte and asks for another::::::

Nicke_AGM:
<dispersing>

OPS_Brad:
::enters the RR and comes to a stop in front of the CO's desk::  CO:  You wished to see my Captain?

CTO_Ktarn:
::Arrives on the bridge and exits the lift::

CTO_Ktarn:
::nods to Ensign Ross and heads for the captain Ready Room::

CEO_Leurr:
:: takes latte and gets ready for work leaving a half composed message to be finished later::::

OPS_Brad:
<<me captain rather..  ;)>>

TAC_Ross:
::looks over at K'tarn exiting the TL and nods::

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: have a seat while we wait for Ktarn

EnsAbrams:
::bits and pieces of the dream are coming back...a flash of a hypospray comes to mind::

CTO_Ktarn:
::arrrives out side the Captain's ready room and rings the bell::

OPS_Brad:
CO:  aye sir..  ::sits down in a chair::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: puts on uniform, grabs double latte and heads to ME:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
::waits for the captain to allow him in::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: arrives at ME and puts on the personal HUD gear and checks status of the ship::::::::

CO_Ber:
Mitchell Ktarn: Mr. greens report on mr Spencer wasn't good enough for him to continue on board, Mr. Kora has taken him to SB 12 for his transfer back to Earth. Mr. kora will be gone for an extended time period too, so Mr. Grant will be taking over as CSO

OPS_Brad:
::nods as he waits for the CO to continue::

EnsAbrams:
*CO*: ETA in 5 minutes, Sir.

SO_Grant:
::studies the peculiar readings of AN341, marvels at the anistropic radiation::

CO_Ber:
*FCO* thank you we will be right out

CEO_Leurr:
:::: chilling out in ME and preparing work details on future needed work and repairs:::::

CO_Ber:
Mitchell...Ktarn: any questions??

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Just one sir..  has Mr. Grant been informed yet?

CTO_Ktarn:
CO:   Have you recieved any word on an XO yet?

CO_Ber:
No to both gentlemen....

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Understood sir..  Am I correct in assuming you will be informing Mr. Grant at your earliest convience?

CO_Ber:
We are five minutes from the anomoly...lets take the bridge.....

CO_Ber:
Mitchell: right now

CEO_Leurr:
:::: sitting in ME throwing darts at a picture of  cardassian while she waits for shift reports::::::::

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Understood sir..

CTO_Ktarn:
::follows the co to the bridge::

OPS_Brad:
::stands up and exits with the other 2 onto the bridge, heading to his position at OPS, relieved Ens Rogers::

CO_Ber:
::walks up the cause way to the Science Station........ Mr Grant: status?

TAC_Ross:
K'Tarn: your orders sir?

TAC_Ross:
::ends diagnostic::

CTO_Ktarn:
Ross: stay at the tac station

CEO_Leurr:
::::gets reports or a failed replicator in the crew quarters, deck 9, section 12

TAC_Ross:
CTO: Aye sir.

OPS_Brad:
::accumulates power and prepares to send it all to the sensor systems::

CO_Ber:
::looks at readings::

TAC_Ross:
::resumes diagnostic. begins diagnostic 4.:: to himself: almoast done.

EnsAbrams:
::trying to keep the ship steady::

CEO_Leurr:
Roarke: send a repair officer to deck 9 sec 12 adn fix that replicator las thing we need is a mob off mad deckhands cause they cant get some food

EnsAbrams:
CO: three minutes, Sir.

SO_Grant:
CO: still monitering anomaly AN341  sir

OPS_Brad:
Grant:  Mr. Grant, I have enough power to increase the sensor capibilities by 30%...  let me know when your ready for it..

CTO_Ktarn:
Ross: I be in my office.  Call me if anything happens

TAC_Ross:
CTO: yes sir.

CTO_Ktarn:
::heads for the TL::

CO_Ber:
Mr Grant: due to our SCO being away, you are now our CSO........congratulations....no extra pay, no promotion, just more work !

TAC_Ross:
::completes 5th diagnostic::

SO_Grant:
CO: initial results show peculiar anistropic dispersion of both high and low energy radiation sir

OPS_Brad:
CSO:  Congratulations Mr. Grant

CTO_Ktarn:
TL: Main Armor

CTO_Ktarn:
::arrives at his office and enters::

SO_Grant:
CO: thank you , sir . I don't want to disappoint you

TAC_Ross:
CO: sir, my diagnostic of defencve systems is complete. All systems check out.

EnsAbrams:
CO: one minute to anamoly.  Slowing to impulse.

CO_Ber:
CSO: well don't......carry on mister.....:: walks back down causeway and takes seat::

CTO_Ktarn:
::access tactical Reports for the day and notices all the diag that Ross ran::

CO_Ber:
Ross: very well

CTO_Ktarn:
;::thinks to selg...he will make a great CTO some day::

CO_Ber:
*Luerr*: status?

SO_Grant:
OPS: Thank you

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sensors pick up readings from the anomoly

CEO_Leurr:
*co* all systems at green light

CTO_Ktarn:
::looks over status of last Secrutiy Intruder alert drill and notices that the times where kinda slow::

OPS_Brad:
CSO:  Mr. Grant, as we are nearing AN341, are you ready for the additional power?

CO_Ber:
FCO: circumnavigate the anomoly. lets see what we have......

SO_Grant:
OPS: I do not recommend enterring anomaly

CEO_Leurr:
:: routine check on the status of ENG::::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:  The anomoly has increased in size by 2 square kilometers since the last report from the Aquarius

SO_Grant:
OPS: yes I am ready for more power to scanning systems

CEO_Leurr:
:: sees glitch on screen :::: taps screen:::: notices that the glitch quits::::::

OPS_Brad:
OPS:  I would concur..  but that doesn't mean we can't up the power to the sensors...   <g>

CO_Ber:
CSO: the Aquarius reported the anomoly was pulsing in size..is it still doing so?

EnsAbrams:
CO: Aye.  The anamoly appears to be traveling at 3/4 impulse.  I'll keep the main sensors pointed at it.

CTO_Ktarn:
::locks his officer door and heads for the closet and pulls out an all black  outfit::

TAC_Ross:
::watches anomaly on station screen, sees a flash.::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: notices glitch again:::::

OPS_Brad:
CSO:  Transfering now..  ::routes his saved up power to the sensor systems::

CTO_Ktarn:
::removes his duty uniform and slips into the the black number::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: taps harder on the padd to make glitch stop::::::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the anomoly suddenly sends out a large energy flare that hits the Delphyne, knocking out helm contol........................

EnsAbrams:
::wondering if the Captain heard him::

OPS_Brad:
CSO:  You should see an increase in power by approximately 29.87645432878%

SO_Grant:
OPS:  I am reading sudden increase in boundry of AN341 , please back us off or scanners might saturate

CO_Ber:
::whoa::

TAC_Ross:
::runs optics diagnostic on TAC station vid links. notices a power descrepency::

EnsAbrams:
::energy pulse through the console and burns my hands::

CTO_Ktarn:
::falls to the floor::

EnsAbrams:
AAgggghhjh!!1

CO_Ber:
*Med to bridge*

CEO_Leurr:
:::: notices a spike in the helm control begins a review:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
::gets back up and quickly puts back on his duty uniform::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the flare coincided with the power transfer::

OPS_Brad:
::watches as the helm power levels start fluctuating widely::

CTO_Ktarn:
::leaves his office and heads to the nearest tl::

TAC_Ross:
::Detects a eps burst in the system behind him and cuts power to standbuy systems::

CO_Ber:
<med arrives on bridge and give Abrams a hypospray and heals his burns>

OPS_Brad:
::narf!::  ::moves quickly to intercept the power surge heading toward helm, which he does just in time::

TAC_Ross:
*CTO* sir, I'm getting some strange power surges up here.

CTO_Ktarn:
TL: Bridge.  Securtiy Overide K'tarnjaybird

EnsAbrams:
::holding hands in the air not wanting to tough anything::CO: Sir.....helm controls out.

CTO_Ktarn:
::feels the lift move faster then normal::

CEO_Leurr:
:::: noitices a severe power surge went from the hull to helm knocking out helm control on the bridge:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
*ross*: I Am in route

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the ship begins listing

SO_Grant:
helm: please back us away from  AN341, scanners might saturate if we are in it

CTO_Ktarn:
:::arrives at the bridge in record time::

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* i have reports of helm control being lost on the bridge

CO_Ber:
*aux control* can you back up helm??

CTO_Ktarn:
::rush onto the bridge

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, I had to take the main helm console offline otherwise it would have blow up..  I'm reconfiguring science station 2 as the new helm controls....

TAC_Ross:
::Detects annother surge, but not in time, the panel explodes.::

CTO_Ktarn:
::heads to an empty station and configures it for Tac::

TAC_Ross:
::hits the panel in front of him hard, cuting his right hand::

CO_Ber:
OPS: acknowledged, see if aux control can be used

EnsAbrams:
<Aux>*CO*: We have no power here, Sir.

CTO_Ktarn:
ross: set up weapons controls for dual config.  I do not want to lose controls

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  That is correct Ms. Leurr..  I had to take the console completely offline to prevent large amounts of damage..  I'm reconfiguring science console 2 to act as helm for the moment

CTO_Ktarn:
::enters in his access codes::

TAC_Ross:
CTO: aye sir.

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* understood, i can send a team if the bridge can handle it

OPS_Brad:
CO:  They say they have no power sir..  Science 2 is now reconfigured as helm...

TAC_Ross:
::resets weppons controle and rerouts them through K'tars station::

CTO_Ktarn:
::gains full access to all ships defensive and offesive systemsLL

EnsAbrams:
::pain begins to lessen, begins moving fingers::

CEO_Leurr:
*co* I can send a team to work on the console but there will be 5 maybe 6 extra people on the bridge...

CO_Ber:
OPS: well can we back away??

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: after the flareup..the anomoly has increased once again by 2 kilometers

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Attempting now sir..

OPS_Brad:
::takes control of helm from his station and powers up the impulse engines::

SO_Grant:
:: adjusts scanners to absorb data from flares::

EnsAbrams:
::hears that Sci 2 is now the helm and begins to move over there::

CO_Ber:
FCO: can you determine the course of the anomoly?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the anomolys dispersing power readings seem to be random

CEO_Leurr:
:::: notices anothe glitch on the power relay padd:::::;

TAC_Ross:
::Begins checking primary weppons systems for dammage::

CEO_Leurr:
::: taps padd to fix glitch::::::

EnsAbrams:
::glances down as he gets up:: CO: It's still headed for the Starbase.

CO_Ber:
CSO: this would appear to be a natural occurance..would you agree?

OPS_Brad:
FCO:  Mr. Abrams, you should be able to back us away now..  just keep it slow...  I don't want to blow another panel..

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the flareup caused secondary systems to have flash failures

SO_Grant:
CO: AN341 power readings appear random, once clear of it I recommend sending in a probe towards its center sir

TAC_Ross:
CTO: sir, I'm reading seccondary weppons failures

CEO_Leurr:
:: notices status report on the aux helm:::::

OPS_Brad:
::raises his eyebrow slightly as systems go off then come back on at random, without warning::

EnsAbrams:
::gets to Sci 2 and begins to back away from the anamoly::

CO_Ber:
CSO: agreed, just get us away from it.

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* im getting reports of aux helm going offline?!?!

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: I Ross: reroute controls

EnsAbrams:
CO: backing off the anamoly at 1/2 impulse, Sir.

SO_Grant:
CO: it might be natural or the natural result of some kind of purposeful explosion sir

CTO_Ktarn:
<<Ops that should be Ross>>>>

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: better put us at yellow alert

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, due to system fluctuations shipwide, I'm diverting tactical and life support to a protected area..  any other systems you would like included sir?

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: I recom.::stops in mid-sentence::Aye sir

TAC_Ross:
CTO: rerouting now sir

CTO_Ktarn:
*All Hands*: yellow Alert.

EnsAbrams:
::hears some skin crack as his fingers move over the console::

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Just got that one myself Ms. Leurr..  can you send a time to check it out?  Also, I'm sending tactical and life support systems to a protecting area...

SO_Grant:
::prepares a probe from his panel ::

CO_Ber:
OPS: add med too just in case......

TAC_Ross:
::goes to yellow alert status::

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Yes sir..

CTO_Ktarn:
Ross: Place securtity on alert Level Bravo

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* understood im sending a DCT now

OPS_Brad:
::includes the medical systems in the isolated area as well::

CO_Ber:
CSO: you may fire the probe when ready.

EnsAbrams:
::sees blood slowly oozing through small cracks in burnt skin::

CEO_Leurr:
:: sends DCT Bravo 3 to bridge:::::

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Understood..  I also included medical in that isolated area

CTO_Ktarn:
::checks status of SSH system::

TAC_Ross:
CTO: aye sir. Security teams: Upgrade to Alert level Bravo.

SO_Grant:
::launches probe::

EnsAbrams:
CO: we are now 500,000 km from the anamoly.

CTO_Ktarn:
::Nods at ross:::

SO_Grant:
CO: the probe is launched sir

Nicke_AGM:
ACION: the anomoly sends out another burst of energy......does not cause any major damage

CEO_Leurr:
:::: mobilizing DCT B2 and B5:::::

CO_Ber:
FCO: keep the shields up and us away . Lets see what the probe has to offer......

OPS_Brad:
Ktarn:  K`Tarn, is the SSH necessary at this point?  It would be logical for me to divert its power elsewhere...

SO_Grant:
:: sends data  of bursts to spectrum analyzer, looking for a pattern::

CTO_Ktarn:
::notes that no-one cleared the launch with the tac deparment::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: shields begin fluctuating....

EnsAbrams:
CO: Aye.

CTO_Ktarn:
MItchell: The SSH is not drawing power from the ships systems

EnsAbrams:
TAC: I'm getting flux in the shields.  We need more power.

TAC_Ross:
CTO: sir, I'm reading shield fluctuations.

OPS_Brad:
::increases the protection of the tactical, medical, and lifesupport systems::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: consoles on the bridge begin to short out

CTO_Ktarn:
::remodulates the shields::

TAC_Ross:
::looses power::

CEO_Leurr:
::: bgins to send out all DCTs and calls up DCT Charlie shift::::::

TAC_Ross:
CTO: sir, I have lost all power to my console.

CO_Ber:
::looks at panel......blinking on and off::

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Captain, permission to take all nonactive consoles offline..  I don't want any more blow-ups

EnsAbrams:
::jumps away from console should it explode::

CTO_Ktarn:
::pulls fingures back from panel and shouts some choice words in klingon::

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* dct enroute to bridge

CO_Ber:
OPS: do it. divert all power to shields, engines and life support until we get clear

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The anomoly again grows in size......

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  They should increase their rate of travel if they don't want to sleep up here for awhile..

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Aye sir..

SO_Grant:
::works furiously to keep up with avalanche of data and ahead of sparks at station::

CO_Ber:
Grant: status? what is the probe telling you?

CTO_Ktarn:
::manges to get back up controls to tac systems::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the probe gets sucked into the anomoly

OPS_Brad:
::takes all inactive consoles offline, installs a fuse system on the active consoles, and diverts all possible power to shields, engines, and life support::

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* they are enroute.... they are bringing equipment.. that takes time

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: back up maunal controls for Tac restore work on rest

TAC_Ross:
::power returns, then leaves again:: CTO: still no power over here sir.

OPS_Brad:
CO:  Done sir..  I also installed a fuse system on our active consoles..  they will stop working before they blow up

CO_Ber:
::nods at TAC::

CTO_Ktarn:
Ross: get main systems back online work with Engineering

EnsAbrams:
CO: the anamoly has grown again.  Exact size unclear.  It has slowed to 1/2 impulse.  Compensating.

TAC_Ross:
CTO: aye sir.

CTO_Ktarn:
::plays with maunal controls and starts checking to see what he has::

SO_Grant:
:: thinks he sees a pattern develop : energy blast then growth of anomaly::

TAC_Ross:
::leaves station and heads to TL to get to engeneering::

CO_Ber:
OPS: better get ready to switch from the gel-pacs to isolinear chips. they have a bad reputation for going down in electrical storns.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: small spikes appear on engineering diagnostics....

SO_Grant:
CO: after every high energy burst the anomaly grows in size sir

CEO_Leurr:
:: begins checking those glitches:::::

TAC_Ross:
::enters TL:: Engeneering.

CTO_Ktarn:
::remodulates shields again in hopes that it will conter the power spikes::

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: Perhapes red alert is in order

CO_Ber:
Grant: frequency of these eruption?

CTO_Ktarn:
::turns and notice Ross is gone::

SO_Grant:
CO: the probe has stopped sending data, sir

OPS_Brad:
CO:  I am always ready to make the switch Captain..  I only need to run 1 program from my console to do it..  Anything else would be illogical

TAC_Ross:
::arives in engeneering:: Eng: you need help down here?

CEO_Leurr:
Tac: im handling it ok. my teams are on it...

SO_Grant:
::applies various freq transformations on data to get ans for CO::

TAC_Ross:
CEO: hmm, Aye sir. ::heads back to bridge. ::this IS confusing::

CEO_Leurr:
Ross: though i do have somethign you can do, report to me any problelms with Internal sensors just in case

EnsAbrams:
::keeping ship parallel to anamoly::

CTO_Ktarn:
::awaits the captains answer to his question::

TAC_Ross:
::Looks back:: CEO: aye. ::heads back to bridge::

CO_Ber:
Ktarn: maintain yellow alert. but have all hands at their stations.

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

OPS_Brad:
::running through a list of possible solutions::

EnsAbrams:
::looks at hands then looks at his station::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: a major spike is noted in engineerings readings

CEO_Leurr:
::: noitces a mojor problem in ME:::::

SO_Grant:
CO: the anomaly is following a pattern like a Bessel function even though it is not a cylindrical shape sir

CO_Ber:
Grant: would you say this a natually occuring and the spikes are part of it's growth?

TAC_Ross:
::returns to station notices power is back::

CEO_Leurr:
:: stares ... in shock at the console::::::

CTO_Ktarn:
Grant: What freg are the power spiles coming in at?

OPS_Brad:
Captain:  I have an hypothesis about how we could get out of this situation...  in order to prove it, we need to fire a small energy burst from our deflector dish into the heart of AN341

CEO_Leurr:
:: checks to confirm reports of the problem::::::

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* we have a major problem downhere...... the di crystals are gone... vanished..... missing.... and our plasma is being vented out in space.....

CO_Ber:
OPS: we don't have a power signature to do that yet, do we?? I realize a reverse pulse may help. but we do need the frequency of the bursts first

CEO_Leurr:
:: begins trying to shut down the plasma vents::::::

TAC_Ross:
::starts to get worried::

CO_Ber:
*Luerr* and the replacements?

SO_Grant:
CO : that result is not known as natural but could be result of  a constrained explosions

EnsAbrams:
CO: Sir, I'm having trouble holding speed.

CEO_Leurr:
::: cant shut down plasma vents:::::;

CTO_Ktarn:
Ross:  any luck restroing main tac controls?

OPS_Brad:
CO:  No we don't, correct sir..  However, it is my hypothesis that AN341 is "feeding" off our power..  the spikes appear to coincide with any major power movement on our part...

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* im unable to shut off the plasma vent.... Est time until plasma is all gone 3 mins

TAC_Ross:
CTO: almoast there sir.

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* ALL CRYSTALS are gone

CO_Ber:
FCO: get us away from this thing at full impulse.....Grant: send in another probe.

EnsAbrams:
CO: we are at 1/4 impulse and slowing.

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: what about the crystls in the shuttle?

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* impulse can be sustained for 2 mins if you hurry

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: it appears the crystals have disapeared

SO_Grant:
CO: freq of outburst is according to Bessel function N3 sir

TAC_Ross:
::finishes setup, and shields the system:: CTO: were there sir. we have main controles back online.

EnsAbrams:
CO:Aye.::moves ship away from anamoly::

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Ms. Leurr, my shuttle still has its modifications...  and crystals for warp..  see if you can use those

SO_Grant:
CTO: I am preparing another probe

CTO_Ktarn:
::Nods the Grant::

CEO_Leurr:
*ops* you must thing crystals are easy to change out.... its not that easy..... shuttle crystals need to be modified

CTO_Ktarn:
Grant: tube 2 is open

CEO_Leurr:
:: working fratically to shut down plasma vents:::::

CTO_Ktarn:
::thinks the there CEO is just like all the others in the fleet all talk but no skill::

CEO_Leurr:
::::: shuts down plasma venting:::

CO_Ber:
TAC and OPS: configure a blast at that thing. reverse the frequency, lets see  if it eats it. ....or us...........

OPS_Brad:
*CEO*  Not if you use the ones in the modified runabout..  they are directly interchangeable..  altough it did take a large amount of effort to get them that way...

EnsAbrams:
CO: we are now at 1/8 impulse and slowing.  Plasma is almost gone.

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

SO_Grant:
:: prepares another probe with emitter of gamma emitter set for Hankel function 3rd order::

CTO_Ktarn:
Ross: Help out Mr Mitchell

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* plasma shut down.... i suggest that we dont fire anything... for that plasma is prone to exploding

OPS_Brad:
::sends data to tactical::  TAC:  I sent the information you need to your console..  I'm ready when you are

CO_Ber:
FCO: distance from anomoly?

SO_Grant:
CTO: i setup a probe with emitter that might slow down the bursts from AN341

CEO_Leurr:
:: checking the time until plasma can be produced to give adequate power to impulsedrive:::::

EnsAbrams:
CO: 890,000km.

SO_Grant:
CO: probe with gamma emitter ready sir

CTO_Ktarn:
Grant: Probe is locked and loaded

CTO_Ktarn:
CO: Probe is ready for launch

CO_Ber:
OPS TAC: you may have to make a torpedo to do the job.....there may be too much plasm in the area

CEO_Leurr:
:: waiting for impulse drive est time to operational status::::::

CO_Ber:
:aunch the probe

OPS_Brad:
CO:  I would have to make the modifications on the torp manually sir...

CTO_Ktarn (Sound - Torpedo.wav):
::fires probe::

CTO_Ktarn:
::ready tube 2 for another launch::

CO_Ber:
::looks at OPS and waves him to the TL::

EnsAbrams:
CO: Holding speed at 1/8 impulse.

CTO_Ktarn:
Rose, OPS; Tube 2 is aviable

CO_Ber:
FCO: keep backing us away......

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:: the launced probe enters the anomoly.........the crew await its outcome

SO_Grant:
CO: permission to initiate emitter from probe sir

CEO_Leurr:
*co, ops* est time until impulse is oerational 45 mins ...otherwise we have minimal impulse... id say 1/8 or so

OPS_Brad:
CTO:  Understood.  Shall I take Mr. Ross with me?

CTO_Ktarn:
::Nods the Ross to join mitchell::

CO_Ber:
CSO: go ahead

TAC_Ross:
CTO:Aye sir
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